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Abstract • Co^epsaHHe « Streszczenie

Object8 under consideration are pre-ordered measurable 
spaces (Z,3£ The definition of a natural extension <' of ■<
to the set X* of probabilities on X is given. It is proved that 
the class of spaces isomorphic with absolute measurable subsets 
of the ordered Hilbert cube ( X  , , 4) is closed under the ope
ration (X,X,^) — (X',X\ ̂ *) (2*is the natural e-field in X*").

PacujipeHze otaoaeBBa KB&SB-nopaxxa 
co MHOxeciBa aa MBOsectBO pacnpeAeaeaaft sepoaraocTB

UpeAMetoM paÔOTH aBaa»Tca KBaaa-ynopaAO’ieHBHe uaTepaaaL- 
sue npocipaacTBa Æaeica onpeAeaeHBe aaiypajifcBoro
pacmapeHaa oiaoneaBa ^  aa uaoxecTBO BepoaïaocTeM Ha 
ioKa3HBaeioa, vio miacc npocipaaciB B30«0p<J>Bnx aÔcojODTBO K3- 
uepHMHM n0AMH0*ecTBaM ynopaAO'ieHBoro Kyfiatca TaoiLCepTa (Of, SJ 
aBJiaeica saMKaytŁO< c totob apeaaa onepanaH (X* 36" '£)— J 
(£* aBJiaetca HaiypeubKHM ff'-noaen b x*>

Rozszerzenie relacji quasi-uporządkowenia ze zbioru na zbićr 
prawdopodobieństw

Przedmiotem pracy są quasi-uporządkowane przest
rzenie mierzalne (X,3E,^). Podano definicję naturalnego roz
szerzenia^:* relacji ^  na zbiór X* prawdopodobieństw na Ï. Udo
wodniono, że klasa przestrzeni izomorficznych z absolutnie mie
rzalnymi podzbiorami uporządkowanej kostki Hilberta ('Y. ,ib.y, , «i )
jest zamknięta ze względu na operację (1, X , £  )  ► (X'.CE', ■<')

jest naturalnym ę-ciałem w X*).





0. INTRODUCTION

The objects considered in the paper are pre-ordered
spaces defined as triples (X,X ,^) (denoted shortly tsr Cx]). where 
X is a set, 2 is a e-field in X and <  is e reflexive and transitive 
relation in X. If £ is also antisymmetric*'we call [x] - g~dered space.

Given a pre-ordered space [Xl, we define another pre-ordered 
space, [X]*, called probabilistic extension of [x^. It consists of: 
the set X* of all probabilities on X, some v-field X* in X and 
some reflexive and transitive relation in X*. For X* the only 
reasonable definition is accepted: it ia the smallest «’-field in X* 
such that for every AeX the function P — ► ?(A) is measurable. How
ever, it is not quite obvious, how to define in a natural way.

If X contains all one-point sets, there is a natural embedding 
0 of X into X*(namely, every x corresponds to probability concen
trated at x). Thus •¿t* is expected to be an extension of £ (i^e. 
for every x.yfiX the equivalence: x«£ y 4*? dx ^ y  should bold).

Consider an example of the real line with Borel «'-field and the 
usual order 4 (denote it [*])• If the term "x^y" is understood as 
"y is (in a sense) not worse than x", it becomes clear that, for 
instance, every probability concentrated at an interval fa,b] should 
be "better" (in the sense of the relation^*) than any probability 
concentrated at (c,dj, whenever a. More generally, a probability 
Q on X  should be "preferred" to eny other ?, whenever the graph of 
the distribution function P lies below the graph of F»} however,H i ]  ‘there is no objective reason, why should be "preferred" to
9j, or conversely. This suggests the following definition.of : 
P^*Q iff P(A)^ -*(A) for every set A of the form (a,*#n) or {a,*«*). 
h similar definition will be given in the general case (Definition 
¿.2.1 ): P;^t iff P(A)4 Q(A) for every measurable increasing set a 
(a is increasing iff a • ^x«x|3 afcA )• An additional justifi
cation of this definition will be given below and in the Section
2.3 (cf. also the Open Problem at the end of the paper).

is antisymmetric iff for every x,yiX, (x^y 4 y^x)-^ x-y.
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Given an isotone*^ iLeasureble function u : X t h e r e  is a natu
ral way of comparison of probabilities on % , namely P Q iff

u*
JudP^Jud,} (we neglect for now integrability questions) (in econo
mic applications u is called a utility function and the rule of com
parison is called Expected Utility Hypothesis-«!Borch p.30)i
In the Section 2.3 we shall find, given a space [X], some classes 0  
of measurable isotone functions on X (e g. all such functions, only 
bounded, etc.), for which the following proposition holds:

for every P,^eX*, iff ?  *4 for every function ue 0.~ u*
Our attention will be mainly restricted to so-called regular pre

ordered spaces (Definition 2.5 .1 ). A space is repmlar if and only 
if it can be isomorphically emoedded into thr ordered Hilbert cube 
(which is tJie Hilbert cube with the Borel C-field and coordinate- 
wise order)(or equivalently into the ordered Cantor set) as its 
absolute measurable subset (Theorem 4.1.2). An auxiliary role is 
playea by the notions of a base (base is a familyA.<f measurable in
creasing sets witb property: P(A)^ Q(A) for implies P^"^ - Defi
nition 2.*t-.l) and of semi-regular spaces (Definition 3.1.1). Proper
ties of Oases in semi-regular spaces are investigated in Section 3. 
In tne Section 4 a method of the construction of a countable base 
in regular spaces is given; finally it is proved, es the main theo
rem (4.3.2), that the class of regular spaces is closed under the 
operation [X] —  [X]* .

1 . PRET III IN ARIES

All notions used in the paper ere standtrd, except for the follo
wing: notions concerning pre-orderea spaces, "exhaustive family of 
sets", "family determining probabilities", "almost Borel measurable 
spaces". The latest are essentially equivalent to absolute measu- 
raDle subsets of .Polish spaces.

Througnout we shall Keep the following notation: Jf - the set of 
all nonnegative integers; Q « the set of all rstionals; #  - the set 
of all reals; ^  ■= 5lu +*i}i 9^ ■ the n-dimensional Euclidean 
space; J - the interval ^0,1].

I.e. for every x,y«X, x£ y  implies u(x)^u(y).



1 .1- g-fielas ana probabilities

Let A be a family of subBets of e given set X. By 6(A) A *  
A e , £ d, A s , will be demoted, respectively, the <J-field 
generated by A  , the family of all finite unions, countable unions, 
finite intersections, countable intersections,compleirents of sers 
from A- If XQC X, then will denote the restrictior. of
to XQ: -(An XQ |a e ofif}. Ac denStes the complement of the set A.

Given any family of sits ^ , we denote A  . » A  and inductive
ly for all countable ordinals t:

A * = ( An) if t is odd; A + » ( U  A if t is eveu.
*<t r

We shall say that a family &  of subsets of a set X is exhaus
tive iff it is multiplicative ( i. e. A  - A 1 ) and
A k c(A ~*)« for some countable ordinal«.

If (X,X ) is a measurable space and A cX, then the measurable 
space (A, £|a) will be aenoted by (X,X)JA.

The following theorem is one of the group of theorerca on the 
regularity of measures (see, for instance, Keveu , Ch.II '7 ,
and, for an abstract form, Meyer [l^obj, Ch. III T3¿). Jie could
dispense this general form of the theorem in Droving train results 
of the paper, bus some auxiliary results (as Theorem b.2.2) 
could not be proved then in their ¿¡enerality.

1.1.1.THEOREM. Let X be a g-field in X generated by an ex
haustive family A  . Then for every probability P*^ on X ,

c 6every set Belt and every £>0 there exists a set Be .A ,
E c B  such that P(B\B)^£.

For, the following easily ch«cked (cf. Kuratowski [1966],
§30 I) lejima will be needed:
LHtfiAA. If X is a «-field generated by an exhaustive family 
Ji, then X is equal to the smallest class 1 satisfying the 
conditions 1 (i) A° c %  , (ii) "2 is closed under monotone ad
dition (i.e. if k, h.^%, then U i ) ,  (iii) 1 . % s . u

PROOF of the Theorem 1.1.1; Let % - {B€3E|for every probabi
lity P on X and every 6>0 there exists B€A°5, E c B  with 
P(B\J5)4£^. How, it suffices to chec'i that 1 satisfies con
ditions (i), (ii) i (iii) of the Lemma, (i) is satisfied tri-
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Throughout the paper probabilities and measures are under
stood always as countably additive functions.



vially (we let E-B). Let us prove (ii) now. Let k^e % for 
icJC and let k^/k. Fix & probability P ana an e>0. There 
exists icJT such that P(A\Ai)^£/2. By assumption there 
exists Ee A cS, E c such that P(Ai\E)<g/2. Now, EcA 
end P(A\E)<£. Finally, we shall prove (iii). For, let 
k.e% (ieJf). Denote A - f) k^. By assumption for every i the
re exists Ei€ lAci, Eic A i with P(Ai\ Ei)<£/2i+1. Now, it 
is easily seen that E ■ OE^c A, E<JlC* and P(A\E)^£.B

1.1.2.COROLLARY. If X is generated by an exhaustive family A  , 
then for ev»ry probability ? on J and every set Bel
there exists a C« ,  C cB with P(B) • P(C).»

1 .2.The space of probabilities on a given «-field

For a given measurable space (X, X ), X* will denote the 
set of all probabilities on I and $' - the «-field in X* 
generated by the family {wa x | a O ,  X0cGE} , where

*a X * {P€X*|P(Xo)< a}. °
* o

It is easy to checic that X *contains all sets of the forms
{PeX*|P(X0)€ B},

for XQe i  , B € will always denote the 0-field of
Borel subsets of the topological space

In many situations one identifies a point x with probabi
lity concentrated at x. Let us express i* formally:

1.2.1.DBFIKITION. For a given meesurable space (X, $) we 
shall denote by 6 the function on X into X* wnich maps each 
point x into the probability 8X concentrated at x (i.e.
6X(A) - 7T(xe A)).

*■ Suppose X is a compact metric space and 0? - Then
I* is equal to the e-field generated by the weak'topology 
in X* (cf. Dubins and Freedman [196^}).

-  8 -
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1.2.2. (i) If X contains all one-point sets, then 0 is 
an isomorphism between (I, X) and (X*, X’) |$(x)*
(ii) If X ib countable generated, then 8(X)€ X*.
PROOF: (i) follows easily from the definition of X*.
(ii) follows from the equality:

0(1) - O  {QeX*|Q(A).Q(XNA) - 0},
Ae A

where A  is any countable family generating X . ■

We shall show now a relationship between families generating 
$  and families 3enerating X*.

l.<d.3.THjS0REM. If a multiplicative family £ generates the 
C-field X (in X), then the family <Ww E |w«<lo3, S«£} Se- 
nerates X*. ',

For the proof we sh8ll need the following lemmata (first 
of them can be found in Bauer [l968j, Ch.I, Theorem 2.3).

(8) LESiIMA. Let a multiplicative family 5 generate the 0-field 
X in X. Then X is equal to the smallest Dynkin system JC 
containing g (a nonempty family X  is a Dynkin system iff:
(i) HC • i (ii) if (A^) is a sequence of mutually disjoint 
set3 from JC, then UA^e 30.*

(b) LEMMA. Let be a 8e(lu«nce of nonnegative real
numbers such that J oti < 1. Then for every number ae7

-*— *>■ V  V  3 V  c<i<wL.
w e Q * 7  nsJT w €Qf,7  i«0,..,n

w > a - ■
5 w ^  w

PROOF of the Theorem 1.2.3: By definition X ’»  ̂ |a«7,
XQeX } ). Let us denote j- - 6 ({ffWtE|we Q n 7 , E«6}5.°
Since ¥ c. X'*, «•« have only to prove that W _ e T  tor all» *0
a e 1? and all XQeX. Let X  - {XoeX| Wg x € f  for all aej}.

’ o
Thus we have to prove that In view of the Lemma (a)
it suffices to check that TC is a Dynkin system containing £ , 
Obviously X=>£: in fact, for all ae3 and all Eeg , Wg ^ «
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n  *w E « £
«fin..? "’S
w>a
Let now Ae3f. Then for all a€ 3
wa c - x'\ U  w „ e f .
a*A W« O n ?  * 0

w <l-a
Thus also A € VC.

Finally, let a sequence of mutually disjoint
sets from 5̂ . Fix a probability P on I and denote 
It follows no’.v from the Lemma (b) that for every a e 7 

£ PCXi) - P(Uli)<a
«  V  V  3 V  P d iX » , .

W 6 <)nS nejf w ....»„e i-0,...,n
w > a n

§ * ! * *
Hence, for every a€ ^

*. ux ■ fl n  u  n  \  x e f*8* U X i w « 5 o? nejr w ... ,w eOn7 i-0 i> i
w > a n

| wi<w
It means that X- Thus %  is a I)ynkin system containing
<S , so X  - X . ■"

Let us make a simple remai-k more:

1,2.4 If a g-field X in X is countably generated, then X *  
contains all one-point sets.
PHOOF: In fact, each single probability can be expressed ass

{P> - H  {Q6 X*|Q(A) - P(A)},
A ̂ «/v

where ik is ar.v multiplicative family generating 2 (cf. the 
remark before the Lemma 1.3.8).*

1,3- Almost Borel measurable spaces

Let (X, X) he a measurable space and let We de
note by Xp the completion of X with respect to p. Elements
of the ®-field 0  ¡̂u aT>e called absolute measurable sub-

M «X* “
sets of X.
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If p is a normed measure on I, then ^ (re3n. i Ji ) 
will denote the inr.er (re3p. : outer) measure. Clearly, XQ 
is »n absolute measurable subset of X if and only if 
M(X0) - ji(x0) for every ^AgX*. Every element of £ is 
an absolute measurable subset of X.

Let us introduce now some notation: Let (X, £) be a
meaEurable space. Let XQc X  and fx be a probability on
X . By ul“' *e shall denote the probability on X 

o '
such that

^ l P ( A )  -  / ¿ U n X 0 )  f o r  e v e r y  A e X %

If P is a probability on X &rd X0« 3E, th:n P|x is the
measure on Xly such that 

o
Plx ^  t0T every Ae |̂r •o o

If P(X0) - 1, then P||x is a probability on Xjx .

We shall introduce now some classes of measurable spacess
1.3.1.DEFINITION.A measurable space (X, 3£) is said to 
be almost Borel (resp.; standard analytic, standard Borel) iff
(i) X is countably generated,
(ii) I contains all one-point sets,
(iii) for every Polish**^ space U and every isomorphic 
embedding? fiX — ►li, f(X) is an absolute measurable 
(relative to # u) (resp.i analyticf**^ Borel) subset of M.

Clearly, every standard Borel space is standard analytic, 
every standard analytic is almoBt Borel.

Let (X, ) be any measurable space and let XQ cX, We
shall say that XQ is a standard analytic (standard Borel)

*' This definition is patterned on the Blackwell's [1955] 
definition of Lusin spaces; they are equivalent to our stan
dard analytic spaces.
3Qfc )' Polish space * metric separable complete.

a subset A of a Polish space M is called analytic iff 
there is a continuous function on £ into M whose range is A 
(£ is the set of infinite sequences of positive integers with 
product of discrete topologies).
+ ].u. spacer (> , 3£ ) and ( b . f have to be isomorphic.
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subset of X iff (X, X)|x is standard analytic (standard 
Borel).

Let us prove now some facts concerting the previously in
troduced notions and quote some other well-known theorems:

1 .3.2. Let a «-field S in X be countably generated and con
tain all one-point sets. Then every standard Borel subset XQ 
of X belongs to X.
PROOF: It is Known (cf. ¡¿arczewski [1938], S§2,3) that (X, X ) 
can be isomorphically embedded into 3 . Call this embedding V.
As <f|x is also an isomorphic embedding, we have by defini
tion of°standard Borel subsets, that <f(X0)£!8-j. Thus 
<p(X0)e^^|(p(x ) and consequently X0«-£.l

1.3.3 THEOREM. Let X be a «-field in X containing all one- 
point sets and countably generated. (X, 3£) is almost Borel 
if and only if for every PeX* there exists a standard Borel
subset XQ of X with P(XQ) « 1.
PROOF: =— We can assume, without loss of generality, that X 
is a subset of 3 with I - Given PeX*, we shall
consider Pipe 3 . Since X is an absol\»te measurable subset 
of 3 (condition (iii) of the Definition 1.3.1), there is an 
X0€ , XQcX with P|»(X0) - P(XQ) « 1.

Let f be any isomorphic embedding of X into a
Polish space 11. Let be a probability on Suppose
^(f(X))<w(f(X)). There exists a set Saf(X) such
that ^(E) *■ u(f(X)). let us define probability P on X in 
the following way: for every AQ€3E let P(AQ) - î(ii ni'.o)/jjt(K). 
That P is well-defined is easily checked. By assumption 
there exists a standard Borel subset Y of X with P(Y) - 1.
So we obtain the Borel set f(Y)cf(X) with ft(f(Y)) .
^(S). It contradicts the assumption ^(f(X))< JKf(X)).■

The following will explain why it was not necessary to 
introduce the "almost B=rel" analogue of standard analytic 
(Borel) subsets of measurable spaces. Its proof will be 
omitted, as it needs ¿uite standard cethods, very similar 
to already used in proofs of 1.3.2 and 1.^.3.
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1.3.4, Let (X, X ) be almost Borel end let I0cx, Then XQ is 
an absolute measurable subset of X if and only if (X,X )|x 
is almost Borel.*

1.3.5, THEOREM. A measurable space (X,X) is almost Borel 
(resp.¡ standard analytic, standard Borel) if and only if 
there exists an absolute measurable (resp.: analytic, Borel) 
subset A of some Polish space such that (X, X) and (A, 
are isomorphic.
PROOF: The standard Borel case follows easily from the theorem 
quoted in the proof of 1.3.2. The proof of standard analytic 
case is in Blackwell [l955j (cf. also Meyer [1966] , Ch.III. 
§1.T16). The proof of the almost Borel case is very similar 
to that of Theorem 1.3.3. ■

1.3.6,THEOREM. If (X,X ) is almost Borel (resp.: stenderd 
analytic, standard Borel), then also (X*, X*) is almost Bo— 
rel (resp.: standard analytic, standard Borel).
PROOF: The standard Borel case is well-known in the litera
ture (see, for instance, Parthasarathy [l96?J, Ch.I). The 
standard analytic case was proved in Blackwell, Freedman,
Orkin [1972], Lemma (25) and Proposition (4). Let us presentr 
a proof of the almost Borel case, given by C. Ryll-Nardzewski 

It follows from the Theorem 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 that X ’ is 
countably generated and contains all one-point sets. Thus, 
it suffices to find, for an arbitrary 3T€X*‘ a standard Bo—  
rel subset Z of X* with 7T(Z) - 1 (cf. Theorem 1.3.3). Let 
us consider a probability PQ on X given by formula:

P (A) - / P(A)3T(dP) for A e X  
0 X

(that it is in fact a probability, is easily checked). From 
the hypothesis we obtain a standard Borel subset E of X with 
PgiET - 1. Consequently, irí^PS X*|P(E) - l}) « 1. As follows 
from the standard Borel cese of our Theorem, Z « £pfi X*|P(E)»l} 
is standard Borel, as (X*,X*)J2 and (E#, X|g) are isomor
phic. This completes the proof. ■
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Finally, we shell present, some useful properties of al
most Borel and standard analytic spaces:

1,3.7- DEFINITION. A family A  of subsets of a given set X 
is seid to separate points iff for every pair (x,y) of dis
tinct points from X there exists an Aejb with Card(An {x,y})*l.

For a given measurable space (X, X), a family Ac X is 
said to determine probabilities iff for every P, Q «X* the 
condition: P(A) - Q(A) for Ae implies P - Q.

It is well-known (see Bauer [1968] , Ch.I, Thm.5 .5 ) that 
every multiplicative family generating £ determines probabi
lities on $ .

1,3*6. TiFJflMA. Let (X, I ) be standard analytic. Every counta
ble family Jtc 3E , separating points, generates 3S .
PBOOF: Let us denote 6(<ft) - . Clearly X 1 contains all
one-point sets; it is also countably generated and contained 
in $ . A well-known theorem (Blacxwell [1955J, Corollary 1) 
states that in such a situation X' « X . ■

1.3.9- LEMMA. Let (X, 3E ) be almost Borel. Every countable,mul
tiplicative family Jtc X separating points determines proba
bilities.
PROOF: Let P,QcX* and suppose P(A) - Q(A) for all A € eft .
Let K be a standard Borel subset of X with P(K) « Q(K) - 1.
The family A|K separates points in K,thus, by Lemma 1.3.8,

generates 3CjSince >A| K is multiplicative, it deter
mines probabilities on S | By assumption we have p ||k (a0) “
Q||k (Ao) for Aq c Ki h-mce P||K - Q||K and consequently P • Q.fl

1.4. Pre-ordered sets

Let (X, <;) be a pre-ordered set?^ If AcX, then by -g | A 
will be denoted the restriction of ^  to A. The pre-ordered 
set (A, ̂  |A) will be denoted also by (X,.^)|A.
£ ) ~I.e. -< has to be a reflexive ana transitive relation in X.
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We shall use the following notations
1.4.1. Let (X, be a pre-ordered set and let A ex. Then*

A - i x e l | 3 a£A a<i>, A . { x e x | 3 aeA x^a}.
-*■ •»If a confusion could arise, we shall write *.(-<), k(^) instead

of A, A. A set a will be celled increasing: (decreasing) iff
A « a (A « a ), if Jb is a family of subsets of X, then ■$ ( &  )
denotes {?|AeA} ({a|a6 .A}).

Let (X,^) be 8 pre-orderrfd set. Thee the following facts 
are easily checkedi
1.4.2 Let AcX. Then A is increasing iff A° is decreasing.*
1.4.3 Let (Xj.lt 6 T} be a family of increasing subsets of X.
Then both sets UX̂ . and OXj. are also increasing.*
1.4.4Let A be an increasing subset of X. Then for every Xq c X,
A f*»XQ is increasing in (^»^Ix )• ■

Let us introduce now the notion of the increasing part of a set.
Its sense will be explained by 1.4.6.

1.4.5- DEFINITION. Let (X.-<) be a pre-ordered set and let AcX. By 
increasing part of A we shall mean the set A® - (A ) .

1.4.6. For every AcX, A® is the greatest increasing set con
tained in A (i.e. (i) A® is increasing (ii) A®c A, (iii) if B 
is increasing and B CA, then B c A®).
PROOFS (i) follows from 1.4.2. Let us prove (ii)s x e. (A°)°

-,(3 y c A c x^y) V y e A c -.(x^y)
V y eX [x^-y =s*yeA]. Since x^x, w* have xeA.

Finally, we shell prove (iii). For, let xeB. We have»
JteB V y C X  =-^y«A] ► V y e A c -I(x^-y)
i(!3 y eAc x^y) ► X^A° xe A®. ■

1.4.7. LEMMA. Let an increasing set C be of the font: C - At,
where Â. are any subsets of X. Then C - 0^|.
PROOF: A|cAt for all tgT, hence O a^ c H a,. - C. On the
other hand O c A t for all t eT, so CcA^ for a n  t and 
C c o a ® . ■
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EXTENSION OF A PHE-ORDEFUN;'« REUIIOK TO THE SST OF PROBA.BITITY 
DISTRIBUTIONS

i .1.Pre-oraered spaces

In the Introduction we have defined the notion of a pre-orde- 
rea space. Here we snell introduce some further notions concer
ning tnese spaces and give some examples.

let [x] = (X,3E ,£) end [X'J » (X', %',<') be pre-oraei ea spaces. 
A function f :X — *• I' is said to be an isomorphism between 
[xj and [X'J iff it is an isomorphism between (X,$ ) end 
(X'.T1) and it ia an isomorphism between (X,^) and (X1 

Pre-orderea spaces [xj and [x'j are isomorphic iff there 
exists an isomorphism between them. We shall write then [xj^ [X'J.

Let [X] be a pre-ordered space and let XQcX. Restriction 
of [Xj to X0 iB the pre-oraered space W  | x “ ^o>^lx ’-^Ix ^
If there is no danger of confusion, we shall denote it sim
ply by [X0} . [X01 is then e subspece of [x].

We shall give now three examples of pre-ordered spaces; 
these spaces will be needed in the paper very often. Let us 
introduce first some notation: ^  K  we shall denote the Hil
bert cube. i.e, the product of copies of 3 j the Cantor set 
C is understood as the product of copies of two-element 
set {0,1}. In 1C and C there are natural product topologies.
How we shall define:
the Oraerea Hilbert Cube: (ii , Jh.% , < ) « [■#] ; 
the Oruered Cantor Set : (C ,.SC ,<) - [CJ ;
the Oraered i.-dimensional Euclidean Space: ( J2? ,
in all these examples ^  is understood es partial coordinate- 
wise order, i.e. x^y iff (x)i^(y)i for all i. Clearly, CC3 
is a subspece of [#.] $ every [ft11.] is isomorphic to a subspace
of m .

A pre-orderec ¿pace is in fact a combination of two abstract 
systems. The mathematical custom suggests to require in such 
situations some connections between these two systems. The fol
lowing Theorem ¿.1.1 shows that the condition: X06 'X for all
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Xoc3£ would be too strong, but in the paper we shall study some 
weaker conditions of this Kind (separation property).

¿.1.1. THEOREM. The relation in (n>3) is not measurable 
in the following sense-: tnere exists 8 set C e ^ n  such that

PROOF will be given for n » 3} the constructed example can be 
easily transferred to higher dimensions; its idea is similar to 
tnat of the construction of a Borel set whose convex hull is not 
Borel, due to Dubins and Freedman [lyfô J.

Let A be a Borel subset of tJ2 * {(x,y )f 0£ x,y< 1}, whose 
projection A1 to the axis y » 1 is not Borel (A can be even a fl̂ ).
Define a capping f: y¿ &  by: <jp((x,y)) = (x,y,l-x). As if is
a one-one function, C = <p(A)fi.Q^3 (in fact, C could be a Gf).

Suppose (? is Borel. Then elso B *= <f (0^ ) H C e Sjj3 and 
if_1(B)e^gf2. A section of <f-1 (B), namely {(x,y)f<f _1 (B)|y » l} 
would be also Borel, but it is equal to A'. Thus £ cannot be Borel.

2.2. Extension of a pre-orderlnK relation

Let (X] be a pre-ordered space. Our objective now is to 
define a natural extension of to the set X* of all proba
bilities on X . (If 3c contains all one-point sets, then X 
can be considered as a subset of X* - see ii.2.2.)

Given [x], we define below the relation The idea of
this operation can be best seen at the example of . Pro
babilities P,$ can be represented here as distribution func
tions Fp, Fq . Then P<*'4 if and only if the graph of Fq 
lies entirely below the graph of Fp.

2.2.1. DEFINITION. Let [X] be a pre-oraered space. The pro
babilistic extension of [X] is the are-ordered spaces

[xr - a \ r , - o ,
where •< * is defined as follows* for every P,$cX*

P(A)<;Q(A) for every A 6 X  n3£.
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The fact that (XJ* is actually a pre-ordered 3pace (i.e. 
that ia reflexive and transitive) is easily seen.

Clearly, for every P,Q€X* the condition: is equi
valent toi Q(B)<P(B) for every BeXnX.

In the Section 2.3 we shall investigate connections of the 
relation with commonly used ways of comparison of probabili
ties by means of measurable isotone (utility) functions.

We should show now when is in fact an extension of 
(os x can be identified with probability &x concentrated 
at x - see 1.2.2). This will be true for the so-called spaces 
with separation property. We shall prove later that these spa
ces form a very broad class.

2.2.2. DEFINITION. A pre-ordered space [x] is said to have the 
(countable) separation property iff there exists a (counteble) 
family {S,} contained in 3tnX such that
(a) for every x,y eX, “i(x^y) there exists ?, with xeS^, y^S^.
Every family {S^}c 3? n 3£ satisfying (a) will be called a 
ore-base of (x}.

Clearly, [x] has the separation property if and only if 
the family ¡?n3£ is a pre-base of [x].

If the relation ^  is antisymmetric , then every pre-base 
of (x] separates points in the sense of the Definition 1.3.7.
The converse is not true indeed: a family which separates 
points (even if it is contained in X n $ and £  is antisym
metric) need not be a pre-base.

Finally, for every pre-ordered space [X] the (countable) se
paration property is equivalent to the following conditions
(b) there exists a (countable) family {f̂ } of isotone mea

surable functions f̂  tX— ► such that for every x,y €X 
with ~»(x^y), there exists £ such that f^(x)>f^(y).

In fact, if ( f ^ t  £} is such a family of functions, then the 
family {Z^W !^*S, *e Q K  ®here Z - (x €X|f ̂(x) >w}, is a
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pre-base of [x], If {S^|*€A} is a pre-base of [Xj, then the 
family of indicators: |**A} clearly satisfies (b).

2.2.3. THEQUIKM, For every pre-ordered space .[Xj and every 
x j 6l holds the implication: x ^ y  — ► 9x <*9y.

If [x] has the separation property, then also conversely: 
for every x,y €X,
PROOF: Let x;£y. For every increasing set A, x £A implies y ¿A, 
in other words: 0x( A X 9 y(A) for every Ae X o3E.

Suppose now [xj has the separstiou property. If, T(x^y), 
then tbere is an element A of ^ n $ sucn that xe A  .and y <£A. 
Thus 8x(A)>9y(A) ^  -,(^^*0^). ■

This Theorem and 1.2.2 imply the following:

2.2.4. COROLLARY. If [xj has the separation property and X  
contains all one-point sets, then © is an isomorphism between 
[x] and [x] jQ(x)* "

2.3.Connections of "«" with some ways of comparison of probabili
ties used in practical applications

For a given pre-ordered space, a utility func
tion can be understood as an extended real-valued function 
preserving the pre-ordering relation. I*t us describe it for
mally: Given a pre-ordered space [X], we denote:

JL - the class of all isotone (i.e. x ^ y  implies f(x)^f(y)), 
measurable functions f:X— » j

- the subclass of A consisting of all bounded functions}
. the subclass of consisting of all strictly isotone 

functions f (i.e. x ^ y  & l(y^x) implies f(x)<f(y)).

The class M. can be interpreted as the class of all utility 
functions on £xj. Sometimes utility functions are assumed to 
to be bounded or strictly isotone - this corresponds, respecti
vely, to classes and 5*.
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For a given utility function u on [xj, there is a natural 
rule of comparison of probabilities on X, called The Expected 
Utility Hypothesis (cf. Borch [1968], p.30-31). us describe 
it formally:

2.3.1. DEFINITION. Let [x] be a pre-oraered space and let ue.il. 
We define u* :X — *• £ by formula:

/udP, if the integral is finite or diverges to +00, 
-co , otherwise.

u*(P) - {

We define then a pre-ordering relation "S, in X : for all
u*

P, *eX* P ^  Q iff u*(P)<u*U). 
u*

If [X] ■= [-&] and u - id^ , we simply obtain the classi
cal rule of comparison of probabilities by their expectations.

We can prove now the following:

2.3.2. THEOREM. Let [x] be any pre-ordered space and let 
p, ^ex'. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i)
(ii) P ^ H  for every function u eM?,

u*
(iii) P Q for every function u €JC.

u*
PROOF: (i) —o  (ii) Let u be any function from JiP. The real
line is homogeneous, thus we can assume, without loss of ge
nerality, that u(X)C 1. let us denote B? - {x eXfu(x) >i/2n } 
for neJT, i-0,...,2n_1. Let u? - 2"n ̂  n and un - 
2n-l n 1
T. ui . Every set B? is increasing, hence (u£)- (P)< (u£)*(i*)

for all n,i and (un)*(P) <(un)* (<*) for all n. The inequa
lity u*(P)^u*(vi), i.e. P^^, follows now from the Monotone

Ii*Convergence Theorem.
(ii) (iii) Let u be any function from A. Suppose first u 
is bounded from below. Each of the functions Ujj « min{n,u} 
is bounded and isotone, so u*(P)<u*(^). The sequence (1̂ ) 
is nondecreasing and converges to u. Using again the Monotone 
Convergence Theorem, we obtain u*(P)< u*(«*), i.e. P ̂  <4.
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If u is bounded from above, the proof is analogous. Let now 
u be an arbitrary function from Ji. Let u+ « max{0,u}, u » 
max^p,-u}. Obviously u * u+-u~. The functions u+ and -u~ are 
isotone, first of them being bounded frowbelow, the second - 
from above. Thus we haves (u+)*(P) <(u+)‘(*) and 
(-u"),rCi>) <(-u")* (O* Then u*(P) <u*(\«) (observe that we do 
not add the term3 of these inequalities, but simply use the 
definition of u*, setting u*(P) » -oo , if (u+)*(P) » (u~)‘(P)--«$. 
Ciii) — » (i) Let A< 5 oJ. Then the function %¡l (indicator) 
belongs to M. and hence P(A) - T('A(P) ̂  *

2.3.3.Suppose that, for a given pre-ordered space [X], the fa
mily T  is nonenpty. Then for every P, QCX* each of the 
conditions (i) - (iii) of the previous theorem is equivalent tos
(iv) P ^ Q  for every function uef'1. 

u*
PROOF: The implication (iii) =*• (iv) is trivial, let us prove
(iv) =*• (i). It suffices to consider the case when there 
exist x.yeX with x-£y, -i(y^x) (the opposite case is tri
vial). There is then a function p e ^  with inf p(x) - 0,
sup p(x) = 1. Let A£ ?nS. Consider the sequence of functions: 
x

Sn(x) - P(x) + 'Xa(x)* ne JC'

’tech gQ belongs to 7^. We haves
/  g^(x) P(dx) ^  / g (x) í¿(dx).
X X

Now from the Monotone Convergence Theorem we obtain:
P(A) - /  X.(x) P(dx)< /  7f (x) sfc(dx) - h (A).X A X a

As A was arbitrary, we find that P;̂ *'<¿. ■

We shall introduce later the notion of regular spaces. It 
will be clear thet on every regular space can be defined a 
strictly isotone iieasumble function (i.e. the family f b is 
nonempty).



2.jj. Base of a pre-ordered Bpace

The examination of the relation is rather complicated 
in tne following sense: in order to verify, whether two pro
babilities P and ^ are in the relation -g* one has to check, 
wnether the sentence "P(A)^^(A)" holds for all members of 
the large class of increasing seta. It would be much desired 
to have a smaller class A c  X « X such that P;£*Q, whenever 
P(A)<Q(A) for every Ae&. We give now some definitions!

2.M .1.DEFINITION. Let [xj be a pre-ordered space and let 
P,Q €X*. We shall say that a set Ae 3E 3£ confirms P;<*Q 
iff P(A)^ti(A'). The class of all sets in I n X  confirming 
P^*y will be denoted by C(P;<*Q). A family I ^ X is said 
to be a base of- [xj iff for every P,QCX* holds the implication!

AcC (F-< *m ) — v P<\.

Obviously, the family I n 3£ is always a base of [x].
Let us note two simple facts, first of them being a con

sequence of the Theorem 2.2.3 :

In a space with separation property, every base is a 
pre-base.•

2. U.3. For every pre-ordered space [xj and every P,QeX* 
the class C(P^*^) is monotone (i.e. if Ai £ C(P^*Q) and k^/A 
(or: k^\k), then A 6 C(P ¿*Q)). ■

2.5. Definition of regular pre-ordered spaces

Our objective now will be to separate a class ifr of pre- 
ordered spaces with following properties:
(i) elements of can be described in a possibly construc
tive manner;
(ii) V; contains all spaces of practical meaning, lijce 
where B is an absolute measurable subset of A nj
(iii) [x]*e Qft, whenever [x]e'7b.
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We shall introduce now so-called regular pre-ordered spa
ces. It will occur that the class of regular spaces has the 
desired properties (i) - (iii).

2.5.1- DEFINITIOH. A pre-ordered space [x] is regular iff
(i) (X,X) is almost Borel,
(ii) the family ?  n X generates X,

, (iii) £xj has the countable separation property.

If TE contains all one-point sets, then (ii) implies anti-sym
metry cf ■<. If (X, I) is assumed to be standard analytic (or, 
more generally, a Blackwell space, i.e. a space for which the 
Tonrnia I.3 .8 holds), then.(iii) * antisymmetry of^ imply (ii) 
(see Lenma 1.3.8). Then every pre-base generates X-

Thus, if (X,X) is a blackwell space, the condition (ii) of 
the previous definition can be simply replaced by»
(ii1) ^  is antisymmetric.

There exist spaces with separation property satisfying
(i) and (ii) which do not satisfy (iii). We present below an 
example given by C.Byll-Nardzewski C197ttJ:

2.5.2, KXAMPLB. Consider the space (.ft,.#̂ , £), where x£y 
iff x ^ y  & y-xeQ. One can prove that every increasing set, 
which belongs to is of the forms

[(•,+«. )uD] \C,
where a 6 31 and D, C s are sets of Lebesgue measure zero. Sup
pose there exists a countable pre-base, csll it and let
Ai " at• 00) W I>ilV. CA» where a^e and D.^,^ are sets of Le
besgue measure zero. Denote

T - {(x,y)eJt2|x<y, y-x^q & 3 i  x «Ai.
As {AjJ is a pre-base,

1 - {(x,y)fiJl1]x<y, y-x^>5
thus T is equal to a half-plane without a countable number of 
lines and Ji(T) * ♦ oo (^ denotes the 2-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure). On the other hand, T c U  T^« where
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Ti - {(x,y)6 ^ 2|x<y, xeAi, y^Aj);
observe that, for every i, c (1^ x #) w (•#.* C p , hence XT.^)^

and consequently A(T) * 0, 8 contradic
tion.

There are also spaces satisfying (i) and (iii) with ^  
being antisymmetric, which do not satisfy (ii):

2.5.3. EXAMPLE. Consider ( 3 , K , <), where K * 6 (¿33 u-U}),
K does not belong to . K can be chosen so that ( 3 , K ) be
comes almost Borel, e.g. if K is an absolute measurable sub
set of "3 , then ( U , K ), as a direct sum of two almost Borel 
spaces: 811(1 C 3 • is it9elf almost Borel.
Clearly, the family {(w}|w^ ‘JoQ} is a co-intable pre-base, 
but increasing sets do not generate K .

The above example shows that in general a pre-base (or 
even a base) need not generate 3E. Modifying this
example (by taking (.ft?, S ( ^ 3 u{U}), <), where 0 is an ab
solute measurable, non-Borel, increasing subset of ft? - cf. 
Theorem 2.1.1) one can show that even in regular spaces a 
base need not generate 3£. On the other hand, we can
prove that:

2.5.4. LEMMA. Every regular ordered space [x] has a coun
table pre-base generating 3E.
PROOF: As X is countably generated and is generated by

rt 1 , there exists a countable family ofcc * ̂  *
generating £(cf. Halmos [l96l], Theorem 1.5.D). If Jb is any 
countable pre-base of [x], is a pre-base generating 3E.a

We shall prove later (Theorem 4.2.6) that for every regular 
space [X] with Si being a countable pre-base generating 3E, the lat 
tice generated by A  is e base of [Xj. This, 2.M.2 and
2.5.4 will imply the following proposition:

for every pre-oraered space with separation property se-
k; An example of a spaee being, in our terminology, almost 
Borel, which is not a Blackwell space, can be found also in 
tteitra [1970].
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tisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of 2.5.1 , the countable 
separation property is equivalent to the existence of a 
countable base.

The following example shows that a pre-base, even if it ge
nerates X, need not be a base (even in regular spaces):

2.5.5. jSPu.LPLE. Let us consider . The family A consisting
of all sets of the form:

Aw - {xe^ 2 |(x)1> «}, By - {x€'ft2 |(x)2 >v},
where w,veQ, is a pre-base, but not a base of [%* ]. Define 
probabilities P, <4 on -$^2 by formulae:

P({(0,l)})-P({(l,0)})-0.2, P({(0,0)>)-P({(l,l)})-0.3,
h(-C(0,1 )»-^({(1 ,0)»-0, <i(((0,0)>)-0.4, v*({(l,l)})-0.6.

Clearly, all sets from Jb confirm P^*Q, but P^*^ does not 
hold, because 0.7 • P(C)>^(C) - 0.6, where C »
{x 6^ | ( x )1+(x )2 > V 2 } .

Here also the family «A** ia not a base.

3. 8EMI-REGUL*B PRE-ORDERED SPACES

The semi-regularity is an auxiliary notion which is very 
helpful by the investigation of regular spaces. Many proper
ties of semi-regular spaces are preserved by restriction 
to absolute measurable subsets. In the Section 4 we shall 
prove that every regular pre-ordered space is semi-regular.

3.1. Definition of semi-regular pre-ordered spaces

3.1.1.DEFINITION. A pre-ordered space [x] is said to be scmi- 
regulBr iff for any probabilities P,i4€l* holds the implication:

— > P(ï0)4g(?0) for every X0eX.
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(The converse implication holds in all pre-ordered spaces.)

We shall prove now that

5.1 .2. If [X] is a semi-regular space and I contains all one-
point seta, then [i] has the separation property.
PROOF* Suppoae n(x^y). Then ->(6„^*e_.). In fact, © ¿ * 6

would imply ex«x>)< 6^({x>), hence ^({x}) - 1 , ye{T>
and x^yj a contradiction. As -i(©x;£*ey), there is a set
Ae X n £ with ©X (A)> 9y (A). It ia possible only if ©X (A) - 1,
©y (A) - 0. This means x € A, y^A. ■

Connections between a semi-regular pre-ordered apace 
and its subspacas

It will be proved here that the property "to be semi-regu
lar" ia hereditary with respect to absolute measurable sub
sets. We shall also prove, given a pre-ordered space [x] and 
an absolute measurable subset XQ of X (relative to TL), that:
(i) for every u,\i eX* )*y iff

. o
(ii) Jt ia a base of [l], so M  x will be a base of [l]| Y .

o o
3.2.1. THEOREM. Let [x] be a semi-regular pre-ordered space 
and XQ - an absolute measurable subset of X (relative to J ),
Denote 3 C » ^|x • ^o “ ~lx * 111911 for ever^ probabilities« 'v' o oH and \) on x 0

yu -¿Iv iff yu F̂ 'yF.
PROOF: (A) Let first X Q e£ ■ In other words, we have to prove,
given yu and V , the equi/alence of
(a) /a(Aq) <  V(A0) for every AQe X e n 3S0

and
(b) ¿,P(A)<»||X(A) for every Ae 2 n J.
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(VWe shall prove first (3) implies (b): Let li i A I , Since

A0 * AnX0 e x<>n x o» we aove ■ K Aj )  <  ^ * 0) * v ! x u 0).
Now, (b) implies (e); Yet AQ£ 3Cg. By the semi-regularity

of [x], we obtain ^|X(AQ) <  }£(A^) (because AQeX). As 
v E < V  - y(A0 ) ana /JX(Aq) - p(A0), we obtain î(Aq)£ i>(A0).

(B) Let now XQ be sny absolute mefasurable subset of X . trivsn 
probabilities , v on 3t0, there is a 3et Kci, K c X Q with 
î(K) - v(K) - 1. Denote R. Applying twice the already
proved case (A) (first " A1!*» 6#cond
/%l*o - n , V|KPo - ¡», we obtain:

i  , F * y F
and
/*k VSk lfi y •

Thus iff ^ P ^ ’v P  and this completes the proof. ■

Observe that the previous Theorem can be formulated in a 
slightly stronger version. The only thing added, which is 
the measurability property, is easily checked:

3.2.2. Let [x] be a semi-regular pre-ordered space and XQ - 
an absolute measurable subset of X. Then the function 
is an isomorphism between ([x]L )* and [xJ*L, where 
Z = (pex*|p(X0) - l}. ■

3»2.3.THB0aEM. Let [x] be a semi-regular pre-ordered space 
and XQ - an absolute measurable subset of X. If a family A  
is a base of [X], then AJj is a base of [X]|j .

PROOF: (A) Let first XQ*3£. Suppose ,A|X is not 8 base of [x]J x .
o 0

Then there exist probabilities p , v on X 0 = 3£ [ j such that
A L  C denotes )

0 St 0hut not V.
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*e shall show now tha-t cannot be a base of [xj. Let us
consider yulF and vP. Since /u(AriX0)^ y(AoX0), we have

M p U X  vlX(A). Thue CCCjjF^vS1).
Since does not hold, there exists Ze X0n X Q such

that yu(Z)>v(Z). This means uP( Z) >  v P (Z). As SeX, the
semi-regularity of [xj implies that n(^iF yP) ‘ This 
contradicts our assumption ( .A should be s. base of fxj ).
(B) let now X^ be anj absolute measurable subset of X. Let }A,
be probabilities on X Q such that .A eC(yu ̂  y). We have to 

prove ^¿*V. There exists a set KcS, K c X u with y(K) =
>>(K) - 1. It is easily seen that the conditions &  c.C( p £*0V) 
implies: - % c C(M||k ¿*K VIk)* where ' ^Ik (cf•
As follows from the already proved case (A), i/b|K is a base 
of [X]|K* Hence yU|K VJK. It follows now from the Theo
rem 3.2 .1 that y ¿„V. ■

Let us prove now the last theorem of this series:

3.2.4. THEOREM. Let (x] be a semi-regular pre-ordered space 
and let XQ be an absolute measurable subset of X. Then [x]^ 
is a semi-regular pre-ordered space.
PROOF: let probabilities /i, V on 3>0 * X|’{ satisfy the con-

0
dition: /j V , where « ^|x . let Z e X Q. We should prove 

-*» o
thst ^(Z)^^(Z). It follows fror. the theorem 3.2.1 that
# ^ P .  There exists a set KeX, KCi, with û(K) » |t(Z),

By the semi-regularity of [ x ] we have
nP(K)< vP(K). Hence ^(Z)*: V(Z) (because Kc?).«

3.3. Seaii-reK-Jlarity of some concrete pre-ordeied spaces

We shell prove now that the ordered Hilbert cube is 
semi-regular. Thus, by the Theorem 3 - 2 . also its restriction 
to an absolute measurable subset will be semi-regular.
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3.3.1. LEMMA. Let [x] be a pre-ordered space. If there exists 
a family %  c X such that
(i) 2 c X,
(ii) for every PeX*, every XQ6 £ and every e>0 there 

Z0sZ, Z0c x 0 such that P(Xg) - P(Z0)<t,
then [Xj is semi-regular.
PROOFs Let probabilities P, <4 on 3£ satisfy the conditionsP;<*Q. 
What we need to prove iss P(B)<^(S) for every B€l.

Let first B e X* i i-e. B • UB^, where Then obviously
B « UB^ e'i’ and we he.ve s P(B) < P(^) 4^(B) » «¿(B) (because 
Be J nX).

Let now B be any element of X. Prom (ii) it follows the 
existence of a set BQ€'X*, BQ C B with P(B) - P(By). Thus we
obtains P(B) - P(B0)<i(B^)<a(B). ■

3.3.2. LEMMA. If Z is a closed subset of 'JC , then t is also 
closed.
PROOP: Let (yi) be any sequence such that yi e ?  and y*— ► y.
We have to prove that ye?. For every i there exists 6 Z 
with y^. As Z is compact, there is a convergent subsequence
Vf. J-. Lf 1

x '*-— ► X€Z. Since x ‘<y v, we have x<y; hence y « Z. ■

Thus we obtain the following

3.3.3. COROLLARY. The ordered Hilbert cube ['JC] is semi- 
regular. <•11

In fact, the family OS of’closed subsets of #  satisfies. countablethe assumption (i) of the Lemma 3.3.1. Let A  be any>base of 
■che topology in "ii . He can assuiae A  to be multiplicative. 
as A 5 citCfS (every open set is an F$), A is exhaustive. Thus, 
as follows from the Theorem 1.1.1, the family Z « A°^ satis
fies the assumption (ii) of 3.3 .1 (in fact it i3 not necessary 
to use the Theorem 1.1.1 in its general form here; its usual, 
topological form would be sufficient).!

Finally from the last Corollary and Theorem 3.2.4 we get
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2«3«4. IESoHH». I*t H0 be an absolute measurable subset of *)C. 
Then is semi-regular. ■

4. REGULAR ORDERED SPACES

In this Section we shall give a characterization of regu
lar spaces. We shall give also some methods of construction 
of a countable base. This will enable us to prove that the 
regularity of £x] ensures the regularity of [X]*.

4.1. Characterization of regular spaces

We shall describe first in a constructive manner the class 
of all regular ordered spaces. We prove now the following 
two facts:

4.1.1. If [x] is a regular 3pace and X Q - an absolute measura
ble subset of X, then [X3|x is a regular space. Restriction
A I of any pre-base A of £x] (which generates £) is a pre- 

o
base of fXJ| x (and generates I|x ).
PROOF: let A  he any pre-base of |xl. Then clearly is a

o
pre-base of [xl|x (cf. 1,4.4). If generates , then
must generate 3C|X (see Halmos fl96l] , Thm.I.5.E). 

o
Now our proposition follows easily from 1.3.4 and Lemma

2.5.4. ■

4.1.2. THEOREM. For every pre-ordered space [x] the following 
conditions are equivalent:
(i) [x] is regular,
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(ii) there exists an absolute measurable subset 0 of the
Cantor set C such that [x] ~
(iii) there exists an absolute measurable subset H of the
Hilbert cube 'H such that [z] rj m i H.
PROOF: (i) »■» (ii) let be 8 countable pre-base of [X] , which
generates jfe (cf. Lemma 2.5.4). Define an embedding h:X — »• C by
formula:

(h(x))i -

As {Ai} separates points (cf. remark after the Definition 
2.2.2), h is a one-one function.

The function h is an isomorphism between (X, ¿E) and
C C , h(x)' 111 facts tbe (Ai) generates Xj ^clh(x)
is generated by the family {T^nhiX)}, where T^ - {reC K x J ^ l }  
(cf. Halmos fl96l] , Theorem I.5.E)} finally, the function 
h states a correspondence between A^ and T^n h(X) for every i.

Let us prove now that h is an isomorphism between (X, -<) 
and (C.^)|ll(x){ Let x,y£X. Suppose first x-<y. As every 
set is increasing,x €Aa implies y e A ^  It means (h(x))x^ 
(hix)^ for every i and consequently h(x)<h(y). Suppose 
now nix^y). Since {A^ is a pre-base, there is iQ such that
x 6 A- , y ^ A ± . Thus (hix))^ >  (h(y)). and -,(h(x)^ h(y)). 

o o  o o
That h(X) is an absolute measurable subset of 6 follows

from the Definition 1.3.1.
The implication (ii)=-=> (iii) is entirely trivial. The im

plication (iii) ■=»(i) is also easy; without loss of genera
lity assume [x] « where ^ is an absolute measurable
subset of it. ["K3 is clearly regular - the family

|i£ JT,w e where - {xe jC I (x^ > w} is its pre-base
and generates . Now it suffices to apply 4.1.1.«

In fact we proved something more than formulated in the 
The orem, namely:

4.1.3.If Lx] is a regular pre-ordf red space and {A^ is its coun
table pre-base, which generates 3£, then there exists an embedding 
b of M  into [£] (or into [ “jC 1) such that for every i, hiA^) • 
T^nhiX), where Ti » {xcClCx)^ <* l}.i

h is actually the MarczewsKi’s [l93ti] characteristic fun- 
ction of a sequence of sets.

/1, if x «Ait 
lo, otherwise.*'
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Let us derive now some corollaries from the Theorem 4.1.2.
The first is a consequence of this Theorem ahd Theorem *.3.4j

4.1.4.COROLLARY. Every regular ordered space is semi-regu1 ar.

It is also easily seen that every space [\Rn] is regular.

Let us nor« an interesting consequence of the
Theorem 1. <2. Hamely, there exists ax isomorphic embedding Y
of (3S, into (J? ,.8*) being isotone (i.e. x ^ y  implies
■y(x)^V (y), for x,y«#). For, let us embed first isomorphi- 
cally r-JC] into [fi] . Call this embedding Y^. Define now 
V2> C — by formula: ^2(x) - £ (x)i/3n+'*’. The function 
y m Tf-̂ Yi tltie ^eaired eabedding.

4-.2.Existence of a countable base in regular spaces

Here we shall present a method of construction of a bas6.
This *111 allow us to construct a countable base for 
and consequently for every C^CDjH, where H is an absolute 
measurable subset of "JC.

4.2.1. LEMUA. Let [x] be a pre-ordered space. If an additive 
family Z C 30 satisfies the conditions:
(i) £ c Z ,
(ii) for every PeX*, BeX, 6 >0 there exists a set ZeX,

Z c B  such that P(B) - P(Z)<g,
then the family ?  (■ I r ! ) is a base of [x],

PROOF: let P, Q be any probabilities on X and let P(Z)^
*(?) for every ZeZ. We have to prove that P(B)<Q(B) for 
every B 6 i n3E.

let first Be Z6n % , i.e. B « UB^, where let us
denote W± - . Obviously *\ SB, hence also As 5C

0-0 1 
is additive, P(*i)<4(WjL) for every i. The family C(P^*Ci) 
is monotone (see 2.«».3), thus P(B)^Q(B).

let now B be any element of ?  r> 3). It follows from (ii) 
that there exists a set Z e %* § ZcB with T(jj) . P(Z). From
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(i) we obtain tnat Ze I , ooviously also ?cB. Hence 
P(B) - P(t)<$(Z)<<4(3).«

4.2.2. THEORKrt. Let [x]'be a pre-ordered spac«. Let a family 
A  C 36 satisfy the conditions:
(i) Jfc is exhaustive and generates X,
(ii) if C Xj
(iii)
Then the family (^)cd is a base of [X].
PPOOF: As follows from the Theorem 1.1.1, the family sa
tisfies the assumptions of the Lemma 4.2.1 ( A cS is additive, 
as A  is multiplicative). Hence -Ac . oAs° * n I is a base 
of [x]. Let P, 4* be any probabilities on X. Thus it suffices 
to prove:

(I)c4c c ( p ^ ‘0  — *■ C C ( P ^ ) .
Let A * £ cSn £  , i.e. A » f\A., where A^€*AC. A s  follows 
from the Lemma 1.4.7, A - Aa^ (to recall A* • (k^)c). Let
fli = f) Then B . \  A.Since every A . e A C, we have AC,eJt and

j-0 J
A® 6 hence every B ^  l Cd. Thus every Bi6C(P^*^) and,
by virtue of 2.^.3, A eC(P^*Q). ■

4.2.5. COBOLLABY. Let [ Xj  be a pre-ordered space. If a family 
J lc  X  satisfies:
(i) Jt is exhaustive and generates 3C,
(ii) £c3B,
(iii) J p  c Jlc®,
then the family is a base of [x].
JUSTIFICATION: Let us consider the dual pre-ordered space 
(X, 3G, >7) (i.e. x£y iff yXx). There are satisfied all 
assumptions of the Theorem 4.2.2. Thus the family [J[( ¿)JC<i • 
C ^ ) ] ° d is a base of (i, J , ¿). It is easy to see that:

[A€C(P^\) iff Ac €CU^*P)] for A€lfc)n3e,
[ p ^ %  iff *£*P] for P, ,€X*.

Thus for every P, QeX* we have:
£ 8 CC(P^*<i) iff [Z((t)]CdCC(q^'P) iff <4 k'p iff P £ \ . §
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Let us use now these lemmata for the construction of a
countable base in let us denote by (j the family of all
sets of the fora A^A-jXAg*..., where almost all A^ are equal
to 3 and the remaining A^ are open intervals with rational
end-points. ^ is a topological base of the topology of the
Hilbert cube. The family 0 is countable. Observe that C®f is

c4the class of all open subsets of "ii and (J is the class of
all closed subsets of $.

We can show now that is a base of [■‘K] . It is easily
seen that 1Jcd - <f8 - Q - *^ere liejf, w€ Q n !)}
(l£ - (xc&Kx)^*}).

4.2.4. THBOBEM. The countable family ^ cd - U 3i is a base of
PHGOF: Since is countable, also is countable.The only
trouble is to check that satisfies all assumptions of the 
Theorem 4.2.2, but in fact: (i) Cj is exhaustive (every open 
set is aL Fj, i.e. cf C <jcfie) and generates ; (ii) is
trivially satisfied; (iii) follows from the lemma 3.3.2. ■

Now we obtain:

4.2.3- COHOLLAHT. Every regular ordered space [i] has a 
countable base. If g ia an isomorphic embedding of [X] into 
[■JC] , then the family (g_1 (U) lue^U}*4 is a base of [X].
«JUSTIFICATION: Without loss of generality we can assume that 
£x] - [!3C]|x, »here X is an absolute measurable subset of %  
and g » idj. From the Theorems 4.2.4 and 3.2.3 it follows that
*ULs<iJti ■ (U |H)sa is s base of [x]. •

From this Corollary and Proposition 4.1.3 *'e obtain now the 
following

4.2.6. THEOREM. let .A, be a countable pre-base of a regular 
space [X] ana let generate 3E. Then the family A S<i is a 
base of [x].
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4.3. Regularity of fxl implies regularity of Clj*

life are goixtg to prove now that the class of regular orde
red spaces is closed under the operation It will follow
then from the Theorem 1.3.6 that also classes of regular spa
ces [l] with standard analytic (X, X ) and of regular spaces 
[x] with standard Borel (X,X ) are closed under

Clearly, these are not all classes with this property.
We shall give first the following lemmas

4.3.1. TiE.vil'.A, If [x] is regular, then every countable, multiplica
tive pre-base A  determines probabilities on
PROOPs As ^  is antisynanetric, Ji must separate points, now 
the Lenuaa 1.3.9 can be applied.*

®e can proceed now to the main theorems

4.3.2. IHBOREM. For every pre-ordered space |"t], the regularity 
of [x] implies regularity of [x]*.
PROOF: Let J\; - {A^} be a countable pre-base of [X], generating I anc 
being sirultex-eously a base of [ x ] (the existence of such 8 
family follows from the Lemma 2.5.4 and Theorem 4.2.6). fte can 
b.3sume this family is multiplicative (if not, we take 
instead of A). Define the function k:X*"— *■# by formula:

(k(P))i - PiAĵ ) for every i.
k is a one-one function: In fact, by the Temma 4.3.1,

determines probabilities, thus F ̂  s implies P(A^ ) y. ^(^ )
for some i ; so (k(P))i f (k(^)). .

o o
k is an isomorphism between measurable spaces (X*, 3E*) and 

(‘JC, ̂ >̂ )\ ̂ (x*) * ^  ^8C'*:: as follows from the Thecrea 1.2.3,
the «-field 3t is generated by the family

{ww>AJieJP, »«fin?}.

where ‘ {P£X*| P(Ai)<w}; ^x|k(X*) generated by th2

family (k(X*)X U* |i£JT, w € ^ J } ,  where u£ - {x€ jC|(x)1 ^ w } j
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finally, the function k states a correspondence between W 
end for every i,w. w> a

k is also an isomorphism between ordered sets (X*,.<*) and 
('JC i^ )| ! first then P(A^)<.^(A^) for every i.
let now "»(P^**). Since <k is a base, there exists iQ with
P(Ai )>i(A. ); hence -,(k(P)^k(0). 

o o
The only thing left is that k(X*) is an absolute measurable 

subset of "Si . This follows from the Theorem 1.3.6 and Defini
tion 1 .3.1 . ■

The above theorem can be converted in the following way:
For every pre-ordered space [ x ] with separation property and 
such that 3E contains all one-point sets, the regularity of 
£x]* implies regularity of £xj.

AN Oi’EN FBOBT.KM

In the definition of the relation we have forrslized some 
intuitions coming from an economic point of view understood 
as reflexing huuan preferences). However, one could try to de
fine starting from some mechanical intuitions. Assume a space 
[X] is given. Every probability on 3£ represents a distribution 
of the unit mess in X. Suppose "x^y" is understood as "there is 
possible s flow from x to yV One could define the relation ¿°ir.X" 
saying: " iff the mass represented by P can be shifted 
(according to the rules of the flow) so that it will represent
Q. Hore formally:

Let (X, X ) be a measurable space. For a given JffiX** we 
deline w(8t)eX* by formula:

w(jr)(X0; - /*(xo) 9T(d^) for xoeX.

3iven neasurable spaces (X, 35), (I, Tf ), a neasurable function 
f on X into Y and a probability P on X , we define Pf * as e 
probability on ^ such that Pf~1 (Y0) « ?(f-1 (Y0)) for YQ6 '̂ .
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Let [x] be a pre-ordered space. By ¿ °  we denote the snal- 
lest relation ç in X* satisfying the conditions:
(i) If PeX' and f :X— *-X is a measurable function such
that P({x|x^f(x)}) ■ 1, then PçPf-1.
(ii) If PeX* and g:X— *-X is a measurable function such
that P({.x(g(x)^x}) - 1, then
(iii) If JT e X r * , (p:X*— *-X* is measurable and satisfies the 
condition: 3T({P|Pç <f(P)}) - 1, theD (¿(P) ç u(Pf_1).

The question arises, are the relations -^° and U* equal? 
The author Knows only some partial answers: clearly £  c 
if [x] - » tile answer is obviously positive; generally, if
X contains all one-point sets, then ^ ° | T - where T is
the set of all probabilities on 3G with countable supports.
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